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Preserving Ethnic Culture Through Photography

Listen to stories from Réhahn, an Internationally 
renowned and award winning photographer, and 
hear about his lasting relationships with the 
people behind his inspiring photographs.

Meet Réhahn and discover a photographer who has 
created lasting personal relationships with many 
members of the majority of Vietnam’s 54 ethnic 
minority groups. Learn how this native Frenchman 
settled in Hoi An after a stint with a French NGO.  
Enjoy a personally guided tour of his gallery to view a 
selection of his photographs depicting ethnic 
cultures, landscapes and portraits, all captured with 
his special emotion. Join with Réhahn at one of his 
favorite cafes to discuss photography, Vietnam and 
his intimate images which truly captures the essence 
and soul of Vietnam.

HOI AN

Style : Khiri Personality

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  2 Hours

Includes :
Guide, a/c vehicle, non 
alcoholic beverage, signed 
photography book 



REF. 22-01

Meet a Child of the Doi Moi Generation

Spend time with Duong and gain an 
understanding of how life has changed since 
Vietnam began its Doi Moi, economic renovation, 
over the past three decades.

Born in Nghe An - one of Vietnam’s poorest 
provinces, Duong, like so many other citizens in Ho 
Chi Minh City, moved here as a child with her family 
in the post-war period. Enjoy a drink with Duong as 
you listen to her incredible stories of growing up in 
Vietnam, studying  and enjoying the benefits of being 
part of the Doi Moi, economic renovation generation.  
Hear about her path to becoming a  successful and 
creative food and event space business owner in the 
heart of the city.

HO CHI MINH

Style :  Khiri Personality

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  1 Hour

Includes :
Guide, a/c vehicle, snacks, 
alcoholic beverage (local 
spirits)



REF. 22-01

Drinks with THE View

Soak in spectacular sunset views of the city and 
enjoy cocktails at the best “unknown” roof-top 
bar in the city.

Unwind after a day of exploring the city in one of the 
best unknown rooftop bars. Sit back and soak in the 
incredible 270-degree vistas from our favorite. bar. 
Savor a cocktail featuring local ingredients, nibble on 
delicious snacks, appreciate the great service and 
relax before your next adventure unfolds.

HO CHI MINH 

Style :  Khiri Sundowner

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  3 Hours

Includes :
Guide, a/c vehicle, cocktail 
(local alcohol), snacks 
(*venue is open to public)
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The Dancing Unicorn

Learn about the history of this fascinating dance 
with colorful costumes during a visit to a private 
workshop before watching a unique performance 
in a vintage coffee shop.

Get up close with artists who have had this 
traditional form of dance passed through 
generations. Visit a local workshop where the colorful 
and flamboyant costumes are created. Learn the 
history behind the performance and speak to people 
who pass this tradition on. Continue on to a vintage 
coffee shop resembling a typical Vietnamese house 
of the 1990s and witness the traditional 
performance* in full. Hear how the mythical unicorn 
plays an important role in Vietnamese culture and 
tradition with its symbol of powerfulness and 
prosperity. Discover how local people believe 
whenever a unicorn appears, they will  be blessed 
with good luck, peace and happiness.

HO CHI MINH

Style : Khiri Signature

Tour Type : Private

Minimum : 1 Person

Duration : 4 Hours

Includes :
Guide, a/c vehicle, Unicorn 
dance performance*, 
snacks (*Join in)
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Hoi An, A Path Less Travelled

Escape the tourist route and explore Hoi An on 
foot.  Listen to stories shared by your insider, 
meet a local family and join in a hands-on lantern 
making workshop.

Head off to Central Market as vendors set up shop 
and be greeted by locals who love to engage with 
outsiders. Hear stories from your knowledgeable 
insider as you explore the myriad of alleyways, step 
inside local workshops, visit important cultural sites 
and observe how people spend their days. Stop for a 
drink overlooking the river as fishing boats return 
with their catch. Stroll old town and cross the 
Japanese covered bridge. Meet a family, learn the 
skills of lantern making handed down through 
generations before trying your hand at this art form. 
Contemplate the mornings adventure as you indulge 
in cao lau, a delicious local noodle specialty, 

HOI AN

Style :  Khiri Signature

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  5 Hours

Includes :
Guide, a/c vehicle, light 
breakfast, entrance fees, 
lantern workshop



REF. 22-01

Saigon Unseen

Explore hidden gems of Ho Chi Minh City. Meet 
prized bird owners, uncover secret wartime 
bunkers, indulge in a rooftop lunch and join in a 
private tea tasting experience.

Head to Tao Dan Park where locals come with their 
prized birds. Relax over coffee and meet some of the 
proud owners. Feast on a delicious bowl of Pho, 
(Vietnamese noodle soup). Stroll through alleyways 
to the heart of Chinatown. Visit a secret wartime 
bunker and the former Revolutionary Headquarters. 
Climb to the top of an unassuming building for a 
delightful Vietnamese family lunch overlooking the 
city’s rooftops. Spend time in a hip converted 1960’s 
apartment block filled with restaurants, cafes and 
boutiques, before joining your tea connoisseur for a 
delightful tea tasting workshop and learn the 
intricacies to this essential Vietnamese drink.

HO CHI MINH

Style :  Khiri Signature

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  8 Hours

Includes :
Guide, a/c vehicle, light 
breakfast, lunch, entrance 
fees



REF. 22-01

Sunset BBQ on the Beach

Enjoy a private, local, fresh, seafood BBQ on the 
Beach as the sun sets over Hoi An

After spending all day exploring Hoi An and the 
surrounding area, it’s time to relax and put your feet 
in the sand. Surrounded by tiki torches and with your 
private chef and waiter, enjoy a beachside BBQ with 
the freshest of ingredients as the sun sets behind 
you. 

Note: This tour highly depends on weather condition, 
the best time is from March to July

HOI AN

Style :  Khiri Sundowners

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  2 Person

Duration :  3 Hours

Includes :

a/c vehicle, guide, BBQ 
dinner, wine (1 bottle for 
1-2 pax, 2 bottles for 3-4 
pax, 3 bottles for 5-6 pax)



REF. 22-01

Hoi An Countryside by Bike

Explore the countryside surrounding Hoi An on 
two wheels and meet some of the families that 
call this area home.

Begin with a cycle briefing and meet your expert 
cycle guide before starting your adventure to explore 
the hidden laneways and winding streets of Hoi An. 
Ride slowly past rice fields, vegetable farms, along 
small canals and through local villages. Step inside a 
wooden boat building site and visit a traditional mat 
weaving shop and watch the process unfold. Meet a 
family who have been producing rice wine for 
generations. Learn about the methods used before  
sampling some of their wine. Cycle to the nearby pier 
for a short ferry ride dockside and then back on the 
bicycle for a final ride to the starting point.

Total ride is approx. 25 kms. Fitness level: Moderate

HOI AN

Style :  Khiri Select

Tour Type :  Private/Join in

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  5 Hours

Includes :
Pick up / drop off, cycle 
guide, geared bicycle, 
helmet, snacks



REF. 22-01

Nguyen Hong My - Reuniting Opposing forces

Immerse yourself in this intimate, first-hand 
survival story of a Vietnamese veteran from the 
American War. 

As a young man at engineering college, Hong My 
was approached to take a test. This test would 
change the course of his life forever. After being sent 
to flight school in Russia, he returned as one of only 
120 qualified fighter pilots and took to the skies to 
defend his country. 

His war stories are fascinating but the post-war story 
is possibly even more so. Imagine being reunited not 
only with the US pilot that you shot down, but also 
with the US pilot who shot you down!  30 years after 
the war they are now the best of friends in a 
heartwarming story.  

HANOI

Style : Khiri Personality

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  1 Hour

Includes : Guide, a/c vehicle, Tea, 
Snack



REF. 22-01

Football, The Vietnamese Way

Join the football fans of the local team and 
scream, shout, sing and cheer your team to 
victory before a local streetside BBQ.

Are you a fan of football (soccer), or watching sports 
live? We can help! This experience gets you up close 
and personal with the fans, the match and the 
players. We meet our friends before the game for a 
couple of drinks and to learn their chants, then follow 
them to the game where you stand amongst the fans 
supporting their team. 

After the excitement of the match, unwind and share 
stories with some local BBQ before heading back to 
your hotel, or out on the town with the other fans to 
celebrate the win!

HO CHI MINH

Style :  Khiri WOW

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  4 Hours

Includes : a/c vehicle, guide, entrance 
fees, local beer, BBQ



REF. 22-01

Speakeasy Experience

Discover hidden gems and learn about the 
underbelly of Saigon with this cocktail experience 
at various watering-holes only locals know about.

Getting “off-the-beaten-path” in the centre of Saigon 
is no mean feat. One of the best ways is getting lost 
in the endless alleyways that crisscross the city. 
Down some of these, we have found a number of 
incredible little watering-holes that take you back to 
a forgotten era. 

We will take you to a few of our favourites to sample 
the incredible specialty drinks, listen to some 
incredible live music and soak up the classic feeling 
of these “speakeasies”.

HO CHI MINH

Style :  Khiri WOW

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  3 Hours

Includes : a/c vehicle, guide, 3 drink 
stops, snack



REF. 22-01

Lang Co Immersion

An insight into the fishing community in Lang Co 
and a lunch to remember. A perfect stopover 
between Hue and Hoi An.

Arrive at Lang Co and climb aboard a local boat to 
enjoy the idyllic panorama and crystal clear waters. 
In this pristine landscape there are no factories or 
signs of modernity. The lagoon itself is home to an 
abundance of marine life, including snappers, red 
mullet, grouper, crab, shrimp, squid and more. With 
your guide helping to translate, you will learn about 
the lives of local farmers, who depend on the lagoon 
as a life-line. Enjoy the delicious fresh seafood lunch 
prepared by the family – not to mention the 
unforgettable moment sitting in their traditional 
home, surrounded by the stunning landscape. 

LANG CO

Style : Khiri Select

Tour Type :  Private 

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  3 Hours (a.m. or p.m.)

Includes : a/c vehicle, guide, entry 
fees, lunch, boat



REF. 22-01

Explore Hanoi Like a Local

Escape the crowds and discover Hanoi as a local. 
Whilst still seeing some of the highlights, learn 
the history from a new perspective on a route 
rarely taken. 

An early morning starts at Hoan Kiem Lake. Join 
groups of local people practicing tai chi and 
aerobics. After visiting Ngoc Son Temple, you head 
for a traditional ca phe sua da or even an ‘egg 
coffee’! Walk through Hanoi’s Old Quarter, taking in 
the French colonial architecture of former times, then 
visit the famous Hoa Lo Prison, B-52 lake, and 
Temple of Literature with a stop for a bowl of Hanoi’s 
traditional bun cha noodle dish in between. Last but 
not least, head to a street where the trains pass only 
meters from the entrance to homes. Walk along the 
tracks and take some beautiful photos of the city. 
End with a refreshing draught beer at a local bia hoi 
spot – a chance to mingle with the locals.

HANOI

Style : Khiri Signature

Tour Type :  Private

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  8 Hours

Includes :
a/c vehicle, entry fees, 
guide, lunch, coffee, 
snacks, beers
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Taste of the Night: Motorbike Street Food Tour

Zoom through Saigon on the back of a bike, 
tasting delicious food along the way as the bright 
lights of the city back-light your experience.

Meet our guide at your hotel. You will be whisked 
away through the rush hour traffic to discover and 
taste the range of special dishes offered in small 
alleys, while learning about the cultural significance 
of each dish. You will probably be getting full at this 
point, so you do a bit of walking to help digestion 
and enjoy the nightlife of Saigon. Next, your guide 
will introduce you to the most popular Vietnamese 
food tradition – the street barbeque. You will have a 
chance to fill up with irresistible, authentic dishes 
and enjoy some local beer to wash it down. As the 
tour comes to an end, and in typical Vietnamese 
tradition, do not forget to try some sweet desserts.

HO CHI MINH

Style :  Khiri Select

Tour Type :  Private/Join In

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  4.5 Hours

Includes :
Pick up / drop off, 
motorbike with driver, 
guide, entry fees, dinner
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Reuniting Opposing forces

Immerse yourself in this intimate, first-hand 
survival story of a Vietnamese veteran from the 
American War. 

As a young man at engineering college, Hong My 
was approached to take a test. This test would 
change the course of his life forever. After being sent 
to flight school in Russia, he returned as one of only 
120 qualified fighter pilots and took to the skies to 
defend his country. 

His war stories are fascinating but the post-war story 
is possibly even more so. Imagine being reunited not 
only with the US pilot that you shot down, but also 
with the US pilot who shot you down!  30 years after 
the war they are now the best of friends in a 
heartwarming story.  

HANOI

Style :  Product Style

Tour Type :  Private/Join in

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  Hours

Includes : Brief detail of what 
included
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TOUR NAME

Enter summary of the tour here

Enter detailed description of the tour here 

LOCATION

Style :  Product Style

Tour Type :  Private/Join in

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  Hours

Includes : Brief detail of what 
included
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TOUR NAME

Enter summary of the tour here

Enter detailed description of the tour here 

LOCATION

Style :  Product Style

Tour Type :  Private/Join in

Minimum :  1 Person

Duration :  Hours

Includes : Brief detail of what 
included


